
Trav Triv

Trav Triv is a free, interactive app that seeks to connect communities with international travel enthusiasts.
It achieves this through its photo and video sharing platform, where users are able to create short
segments and upload them to the app. By doing so, people around the world are able to publicly share and
view their peers’ content.

Trav Triv’s app creates a real-world experience where students are given a reason and reward for
exploring and discovering their home community. Through the initiatives they are likely to take, we feel
this activity may help students engage more enthusiastically with their academic pursuits of history and
social studies.

Proposal Objective:

This educational fundraiser was founded by Trav Triv on the grounds of benefiting the youth of the
community. For example, students can participate in the program by interviewing members of their local
communities for stories regarding heritage, culture, or significant moments in their life, and share these
stories on the platform Trav Triv provides. This project also encourages students to venture out physically
to visit landmarks and attractions in their local community. Collaborating in this project will help students
learn life skills, such as investigative journalism, filmography, research, and public relations. Their
creative work can be published on the app as written, audio or video segments. The students will
subsequently be credited and will have the opportunity to start building a public exhibition of their works.

Financial Partnership

The Trav Triv app is free to use.

Content Creators

A school may choose to upload all the stories created by the student body under one account
assigned to the school. Through this method, all funds generated by the Content Creator Profit-Sharing
Program would be allocated to the school’s account and can be used to fund field trips, facilities, etc..

The second option is for students to each start their own account and upload stories. After an individual
has created 10 stories, they are invited to share in the Content Creators’ Pool, where the funds would go
directly to the student.

Regardless which method the school chooses, this will generate an ongoing monthly income
based on story views. The popularity of the stories will help define the monthly income. You
can view a complete description of the Content Creators’ Pool at: https://travtriv.ca/join-our-team/

Schools engaging in this fundraiser program will enable students to share aspects of their lives, heritage,
and culture by bringing global attention to stories posted across the app. Ultimately, because this project
would require the cooperation of not just individuals, but multiple people from different age groups,



regions and backgrounds, it can be a good opportunity to foster community involvement, academic skills,
and field experience.

Promoters’ Profit-Sharing Pool

Trav Triv has created a window sticker program to help introduce travellers and locals to the free app.
This window sticker has a QR code embedded on it, which is unique to the school’s account. The window
sticker program allows students to approach local businesses, explain the program’s initiative, and request
permission to place a window sticker at the venue. Students can be selective about which businesses they
approach, ensuring safety measures. For example, a student may choose to only partner with businesses
that their family has a secure connection with. The concept here is that every person that downloads the
app using the QR code is included on the school’s referral list. As the number of individuals invited by the
school increases, the school gains a larger portion of the Promoters’ Pool each month.

As a start-up company, Trav Triv seeks to partner with the TDSB and grow through the educational merit
and promotional value facilitated by the program.

Collaboration Between the Company and School Board

The primary purpose of the Trav Triv app is to welcome travellers and new residents to various
communities and encourage locals to learn more about their home regions. By collaborating
with international schools, Trav Triv seeks to provide opportunities for youth group organizations
to employ academic and practical skills in the physical world surrounding them.

For example, in addition to the educational values gained from learning about the history of
Canada, students will be able to gain cultural knowledge and awareness. Through life skills
such as research, reporting, and networking with their peers, students will rediscover their
communities and accept the various cultures around them.

In order for Trav Triv to successfully connect travellers with the communities they are seeking, we need
to create strong, local partnerships with their local institutions. The youth of today are a natural fit for this
endeavour as they have already assumed the role of storytellers of the digital world. Trav Triv serves to
provide them with a platform to present their works of art for the world to enjoy.

We at Trav Triv will not make any false promises as to the success of our company nor the income this
program may generate for the school. We will provide 100% transparency in regard to the funds raised
through this program and their distribution across the school. Furthermore, stories which are uploaded to
the app are screened for inappropriate content to ensure the app only provides positive, inspirational,
informative, and entertaining content. The ultimate goal is developing the educational aspect of this
program and helping teachers create a fun and interactive experience for their students.

We hope that this project can help foster cultural understanding, inclusion, and acceptance. The first step
to inspire change is education through experience, and we feel this program is well suited to do that.



CEO,
Robert Frost:

I would be glad to meet with the school board in person or virtually to answer any questions you may
have. I have attached a brief video introducing myself and explaining my vision for the app. I look
forward to collaborating with the board to ensure we move forward in an organized and constructive
manner.


